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Artificial photosynthesis is a promising and direct strategy to utilize solar light for water splitting on 
the way to storable and sustainable energy. However, the construction of low-cost, robust and 
powerful water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) still remains a technological bottleneck for applications.  

We focus on the straightforward development of transition metal-based WOCs, covering a wide 
range of cobalt-containing WOCs from nanoscale materials over polyoxometalate clusters (POMs) to 
bio-mimetic WOCs along the lines of nature's oxygen evolving complex (OEC) of photosystem II. 

Cobalt oxides are among the most powerful WOCs, and special emphasis is currently placed on very 
small nanoparticles with maximum surface areas. However, these properties are often associated 
with complex synthetic routes and reduced long-term performance. Furthermore, the general lack of 
mechanistic knowledge renders true "design" of oxide WOCs challenging.   
Therefore, we developed new application-friendly tuning approaches for high performance spinel-
type Co3O4 WOCs.[1] Starting from a convenient hydrothermal protocol, "bottom up" optimization 
through addition of a chemical oxidant notably improved the catalytic performance of the emerging 
nanoscale materials through increased crystallinity at the expense of surface area. Moreover, we 
applied an alternative "top down" approach for the controlled anticipation of nanoparticle coarsening 
processes through post-synthetic thermal treatment under ambient conditions. Likewise, enhanced 
crystallinity and structural order led to enhanced catalytic activity despite loss of surface area. These 
easily applicable optimization strategies pave the way to facile technical production of robust 
catalysts. 

Complementary to oxide research, we recently discovered a new {Co(II)4O4}-based cubane 
photocatalyst with the closest resemblance to the flexible and self-healing features of nature's OEC 
among cobalt WOCs hitherto.[2] Along with Co-POM-WOCs, we screen a wide range of catalyst 
dimensions a for their practical implementation potential in overall water splitting devices. 
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